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Abstract

Is integrative biology a good idea, or even possible? There has been much interest lately in the unifica-
tion of biology and the integration of traditionally separate disciplines such as molecular and develop-
mental biology on one hand, and ecology and evolutionary biology on the other. In this paper I ask if
and under what circumstances such integration of efforts actually makes sense. I develop by example
an analogy with Aristotle’s famous four “causes” that one can investigate concerning any object or
phenomenon: material (what something is made of), formal (what distinguishes that particular object
from others), efficient (how was the object made) and final (why was the object made). The example
is provided by ongoing research on different aspects of flowering time in the model system Arabidop-
sis, a small weed belonging to the mustard family. I show that understanding how flowering time is
controlled is an epistemologically different sort of question from why and how it evolved, and that the
two research agendas can be pursued largely independently of each other. Toward the end, I propose
that the real goal of integrative biology is to understand the boundary layers between levels of biologi-
cal analysis, something to which modern philosophy of science can contribute significantly.

Ist integrative Biologie eine gute Idee, oder überhaupt möglich? In letzter Zeit existiert ein großes 
Interesse an einer Vernetzung der Biologie und der Integration von traditionell separaten Diszi-
plinen, wie der Molekular- und Entwicklungsbiologie auf der einen Seite und der Ökologie und
Evolutionsbiologie auf der anderen. In dieser Arbeit frage ich, ob und unter welchen Bedingungen
solch eine Integration der Bemühungen tatsächlich Sinn macht. An einem Beispiel entwickle ich eine
Analogie zu Aristoteles berühmten vier „Gründen“, mit denen man jedes betreffende Objekt oder
Phänomen untersuchen kann: Material (aus was ist etwas gemacht), formal (was unterscheidet das
betreffende Objekt von anderen), effizient (wie wurde das Objekt gemacht) und final (warum wurde
das Objekt gemacht). Das Beispiel wird durch die laufende Forschung an unterschiedlichen Aspek-
ten der Blütezeit im Modellsystem Arabidopsis geliefert, einem kleinen Kraut, das zu den
Kreuzblütlern gehört. Ich zeige, dass das Verständnis, wie die Blütezeit kontrolliert wird, eine 
epistemologisch andere Art von Frage ist, wie diejenige, warum und wie sie evolvierte, und dass die
zwei Forschungsagendas weitgehend unabhängig voneinander verfolgt werden können. Zum Ende
lege ich nahe, dass das wirkliche Ziel der integrativen Biologie ist, die Grenzschichten zwischen
Bereichen biologischer Analyse zu verstehen, etwas wozu die moderne Wissenschaftsphilosophie
einen signifikanten Beitrag leisten kann.
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Introduction

Readers of this essay will likely fall into two cate-
gories: for some (in my experience, mostly ecologists
and some evolutionary biologists), what I am about to
say is what they have tried to convince their more
mechanistically oriented colleagues of for decades
(mostly without making much of a headway). For oth-
ers (molecular biologists and physiologists), I am cer-
tainly wrong and time will show that fuzzy evolution-
ary ecological questions will be replaced by specific
answers provided by genomics, proteomics, or what-
ever other “omics” will be invented over the next
decade or so. My goal here is therefore to provide
some philosophical and empirical ammunition to the
first group, and some food for thoughts to the second
one. Given the contentiousness and importance (espe-
cially in terms of research funding and publication
space) of the issue, I hope that both sides will at least
pay attention and contribute to the discussion. I will
start with a short historical introduction and will then
try to set the problem in terms of the four “causes”
proposed by Aristotle (384–322BC) as framing the
conceivable classes of questions one can ask about a
given subject matter (I will explain below why I think
that this categorization is still very much valid today).
Then I will analyze one example of possible integrative
studies from my own research in detail, to explore the
limits and usefulness of integrated biological research
(I define “integrative biology” here as a multidisci-
plinary approach to biological investigations that in-
cludes molecular studies). I prefer to discuss one case
study in depth rather than provide the reader with a
series of sketchy examples because I think the case is
best made by analyzing one of the most promising
areas of integrative research, one that has been pur-
sued for a long time using a model system. Since this
article appears as part of a special feature on “plant
population biology in a multidisciplinary context”, the
example is taken from that area of research. I will then
end with some general considerations proposing
where the balance between integrative and indepen-
dent biological research may possibly lie and will con-
clude that biology is, like the rest of science (Dupré
1993), best thought of as a pluralist endeavor and that
any attempt to force it into a monistic whole will be
deleterious to making progress in our chosen subjects
of study.

Even before Darwin there have been two traditions
in biology: on the one hand, when faced with a biolog-
ical structure of any sort, one could ask the question
“What’s it made of?” This tradition is known as struc-
turalism, and the main biological disciplines with a
marked structuralist outlook are much of developmen-
tal biology, molecular biology, physiology, and cell bi-

ology. On the other hand, some people are more inter-
ested in questions of the sort “What’s it for?” Ecology,
evolutionary biology, and functional morphology fall
into this group, traditionally defined as functionalism.

Structuralism and functionalism have been at ideo-
logical odds since the beginning (Rieppel 1990). One
of the most famous battles in this respect is still re-
garded as a textbook example by historians of science.
Georges Cuvier (1769–1832), the great French
anatomist and father of paleontology, was a function-
alist. He was not an evolutionist (he lived before Dar-
win), but he was convinced that the main goal of biol-
ogy was to understand the function of every organ de-
signed by the Creator. One of his pupils, Etienne Geof-
frey Saint-Hilaire (1772–1844), thought otherwise.
Geoffrey studied things like the change in structure of
the bones of the middle ears in mammals as compared
to the analogous bones in reptiles. Geoffrey did enter-
tain some limited concept of evolution, but he en-
dorsed the opinion that structures have logical priority
over the functions they carry out; according to him,
without a structure there is no function.

Let us fast forward in time and consider the so-
called neo-Darwinian synthesis of the 1930s and 40s
(Mayr & Provine 1980). It was carried out essentially
by organismal biologists, i.e., by ecologists and evolu-
tionists (with help from some organismally oriented
population geneticists). Names such as Dobzhansky,
Mayr, Simpson, and Stebbins, among others, squarely
fall in the functionalist (now evolutionist, as opposed
to Cuvier’s creationist version) camp. They wanted to
know how natural selection shaped organisms, regard-
less of the intricate details of their structures. But a
parallel biology was taking shape thanks to the work
of, for example, Morgan, Beadle & Tatum, McClin-
tock, and Watson & Crick (Sturtevant 1965). These
people were not really interested in the evolution of
things, as much as in peeking within organisms to see
how they were made, in perfect structuralist tradition.

The contemporary view, pushed by several authors
(including, to some extent, myself: Callahan et al.
1997) and certainly by the major Federal granting
agencies in the US and to some extent in Europe, is that
structuralism and functionalism can converge when we
focus our attention on a few model organisms (Kellogg
& Shaffer 1993). The three major ones are the fly
(Drosophila melanogaster), the worm (Caenorhabditis
elegans) and the plant (Arabidopsis thaliana) (see chap-
ter 8 in Schlichting & Pigliucci 1998).

Four questions and a model system

One of my interests during the past few years has been
to understand different aspects of the relatively simple
phenomenon of flowering time in plants using the little
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For example, using the vast literature available on
plant photoreceptors as a starting point (Furuya 1993,
Furuya & Schafer 1996, Quail 1997, Smith 2000), I
investigated the environment-dependent phenotypic
consequences of mutations striking key photorecep-
tors in charge of the so-called “shade avoidance” re-
sponse in Arabidopsis. Shade avoidance is a type of
phenotypic plasticity that has been demonstrated to
allow a plant to regulate its life history and change its
development and morphology in order to better cope
with the presence of neighbors competing for light
(Givnish 1982, Ballarè 1999, Weinig 2000, Donohue
et al. 2001, Callahan & Pigliucci 2002). Plants are
able to sense the ratio between the red and far red
components of the light spectrum. When the ratio is
close to one, this indicates normal sunlight. But when
the surrounding vegetation is growing, an increasing
percentage of the red light is absorbed because it is
photosynthetically useful while the far red is simply
reflected away by leaves. This lowered R :FR ratio,
detected by specialized photoreceptors known as phyto-
chromes, triggers a series of developmental changes
that are collectively known as the shade avoidance
syndrome. Included in these are earlier flowering, di-
minished branching and increased elongation of the
main stem, all characteristics that are thought to be
adaptive in order to escape from neighbors’ shading or
competition (Dixon et al. 2001, Donohue et al. 2001,
Tucic & Stojkovic 2001). 

My group demonstrated that not only the phy-
tochromes control the shade avoidance phenotype and
alter flowering time only in specific environments 
(Fig. 1), as predicted on the basis of our knowledge of
the physiology and molecular biology of shade avoid-
ance, but that these changes have indeed fitness conse-
quences that are also environment-dependent, thereby
confirming that this type of plasticity may be the result

weedy mustard Arabidopsis as a model system (Pigli-
ucci 1998, Mitchell-Olds 2001). Since I have worked
at different levels of the biological hierarchy, I hope to
convince both classes of readers mentioned above that
I am coming to this analysis with the least amount of
bias: after all, I am an organismal biologist who has
made a career of doing integrative biology. 

The first issue to address is to clarify what it means
to “understand” flowering time (or anything else in bi-
ology). I submit that it means to answer four more or
less distinct questions, which I will argue are directly
analogous to Aristotle’s famous “causes” (Box 1: Aris-
totle 384–322BC): 1) What genes are involved in con-
trolling flowering time? (I.e., what are the elements or
“material causes” of the phenotype?) 2) What, if any-
thing, is special about the focal organism (say, Ara-
bidopsis thaliana) in the way flowering time is con-
trolled and expressed? (I.e., what is the “formal cause”
of flowering in that taxon, which is a way to ask to
what extent the developmental phenomena controlling
flowering time in A. thaliana are generalizable to other
species.) 3) How did differences in flowering time
evolve to begin with? (I.e., what are the “efficient
causes” of the currently observable phenotypes?) And
4) Why is it that A. thaliana shows certain flowering
schedules instead of others? (I.e., what are the “final
causes” that determine flowering time?) I will examine
each of these in turn.

Material causes – What genes?

Part of the answer to the first question is emerging
from a large effort by molecular biologists to charac-
terize the biochemical pathways controlling different
aspects of flowering time. Obviously, this kind of data
goes a long way toward answering the “what genes?”
question.
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Box 1. A handy-dandy guide to Aristotle’s causes.

Material cause – Addresses the elements out of which an
object is made. E.g., the bronze of which a statue is made, or
the DNA , organelles, and cell types involved in a biological
process such as flowering.

Formal cause – Addresses the expression of what an object
is. E.g., the particular person represented by a statue, or the
developmental processes leading to flowering.

Efficient cause – Addresses the means by which an object is
made. E.g., the sculptor who shaped the statue, or the evolu-
tionary processes leading to a certain flowering schedule.

Final cause – Addresses the end (not necessarily in a con-
scious sense) to which the object is made. E.g., the motiva-
tion behind sculpting the statue, the ecological niche that a
certain flowering schedule allows an organism to occupy.

Fig. 1. An example of experimental study of shade avoidance in Arabidop-
sis. Flowering time reaction norms in response to sun light and foliar shade
of a w ild type (WT) and of four mutant lines: three genotypes damaged in
phytochrome-mediated photoreception (responsive to the R:FR ratio), hy1-3,
and one genotype damaged in blue light photoreception (hy4). Notice how
the mutants show an altered plasticity to the environmental cue, respectively
w ith decreased or enhanced shade avoidance. (Pigliucci & Schmitt 1999).



of a process of adaptive evolution (see also Dudley &
Schmitt 1996, Pigliucci & Schmitt 1999, Schmitt et al.
1999). This sort of study can get exceedingly complex
once we take into account multiple environmental fac-
tors and interactions among genes. For example,
Callahan et al. (1999) investigated the reaction norms
of single and double mutants affecting light perception
in Arabidopsis when exposed to combinations of light
quantity and water stress. They demonstrated com-
plex epistatic interactions that hint at a possible coevo-
lution of adaptive responses to high light and drought
(which co-occur under field conditions), as well as
widespread pleiotropic effects which indicated high
levels of genetic redundancy (where similar functions
are carried out by several molecules) among the bat-
tery of Arabidopsis photoreceptors.

A different approach to the genetics of flowering
time investigates how difficult it is for natural popula-
tions to genetically alter their phenological schedule,
i.e., what kinds of genetic constraints may be imposed
on the action of natural selection (Wagner & Al-
tenberg 1996). Camara et al. (Camara & Pigliucci
1999, Camara et al. 2000) conducted mutation-selec-
tion studies to see if they could alter the flowering time
of Arabidopsis and how this would affect other traits
that are genetically correlated with the focal one. They
found that different doses of mutagen (Ethyl-
Methane-Sulfonate, EMS) did not appreciably change
the genetic correlation between flowering time and
number of leaves produced during the vegetative
phase, a correlation that is also observed in natural
populations (Mitchell-Olds 1996). This imposes a

marked constraint on the ability of this plant to re-
spond to selection, with an evolutionary response pos-
sible only by both traits simultaneously (i.e., there is
no likelihood of independent evolution) and only in
certain preferential directions in phenotypic space
(Fig. 2). 

Arabidopsis can also be conveniently used to inves-
tigate the number, location, and interactions among
genes controlling flowering time (or any other trait) by
employing a set of Recombinant Inbred Lines (RILs)
between two strains differing widely for their phenolo-
gy. The lines are mapped for molecular markers that
can then be used to identify the genomic regions af-
fecting the phenotype of interest (QTL, Quantitative
Trait Loci, e.g., Kowalski et al. 1994, Kuittinen et al.
1997, Stratton 1998, Juenger et al. 2000). 

So, the “what genes?” question can be addressed by
identifying specific genes affecting a given phenotype
in natural populations, by studying their pleiotropic
and epistatic effects as well as their actual fitness con-
sequences, and by characterizing how their presence
limits the possible range of action of natural selection.
However, notice how identifying the specific genes
controlling flowering time and mapping their position
on the chromosomes does not actually add much to
the evolutionary ecological understanding of the func-
tion of shade avoidance, since the latter question can
be pursued independently as long as one assumes that
there are some genes that make the phenotype possi-
ble, regardless of how many they are and where they
are located in the genome. In this sense, a classical sta-
tistical treatment (as in quantitative genetics) of the ge-
netic basis of the phenotype of interest is all that is
needed to pursue research on the evolution of the phe-
notype (but not, of course, of the evolution of the
genes themselves).

Is A. thaliana special? – On formal “causes” of phenotypes

The second broad question that one can ask about
flowering time is: how specific are its mechanisms to
A. thaliana? (Aristotle’s formal “cause” is not as much
a cause as it is a description of the defining characteris-
tics of an object.) Or, to put it into another fashion, is
there something special – as far as this trait is con-
cerned – in being the particular taxon Arabidopsis
thaliana (or even the particular lab lines normally used
for research on this species)? One of the advantages of
using this model system is that it is easy enough
(though not many people have done it so far) to ex-
pand research efforts toward close relatives, presum-
ably sharing most but not all of its genetic machinery
(Jonsell et al. 1995, Kamm et al. 1995, Tsukaya et al.
1997, Koch et al. 1999, Koch et al. 2001). It is impor-
tant to understand the degree of uniqueness of model
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Fig. 2. Natural genetic variation for flowering time and number of leaves
under standard laboratory conditions in a population of Arabidopsis thaliana
(each dot represents a genotype). The two axes show the directions in phe-
notypic space of expected preferential response to selection (solid line) and
of no response to selection (broken line). A selection experiment actually car-
ried out confirmed these predictions. (Camara & Pigliucci 1999, Camara et
al. 2000).



systems to see if and to what extent one can generalize
results obtained by studying them. Other ecotypes of
A. thaliana (different from the standard lab lines),
close relatives such as Arabidopsis hirsuta, and more
distant ones such as various species of Brassica can be
used to see if the same basic genetic machinery pro-
duces similar developmental results and what, if any-
thing, is distinctive of A. thaliana in this respect. 

For example, Fig. 3 demonstrates that even if we
limit the scope of our investigation to A. thaliana, dif-
ferent ecotypes apparently do things in quite a differ-
ent way, showing that there must be “formal causes”
distinguishing even the standard lab lines from most
natural populations. The data were collected from the
Arabidopsis Information Management System data-
base (www.arabidopsis.org) and summarize the effect
of vernalization (exposure to cold) on distinct popula-
tions. Depending on the life history of a population
(spring ephemeral or winter annual) the behavior is
very different (Jones 1971, Napp-Zinn 1985), though
presumably the same basic molecular machinery is
present in all cases. Specifically, winter annuals (which
overwinter as rosettes and flower in the spring) flower
much later if they are not exposed to cold when com-
pared to spring ephemerals (which overwinter as seeds
and also flower in the spring). Obviously, this varia-
tion must be caused by regulatory genes controlling
the plasticity of flowering time in response to specific
environmental stimuli, although which loci are actual-
ly associated with naturally occurring variation in this
species is an issue that has just began to be addressed
(Alonso-Blanco et al. 1998, Stratton 1998). 

Things become even more complex and interesting
when we compare early and late flowering A. thaliana
with other species of Arabidopsis (though the exact
phylogenetic relationships of these taxa are still under
considerable revision: Koch et al. 1999, 2000, 2001).
Reaction norms for flowering time show that early
flowering A. thaliana behave similarly to the closely
allied A. petraea, while late flowering A. thaliana are
more similar to distantly related species such as 
A. griffithiana and A. pumila (Pigliucci et al. 1999).
This hints at a more prevalent role of functional ecolo-
gy than evolutionary history (Westoby et al. 1995) in
shaping this trait in at least this group of plants, which
could be a more widespread phenomenon than usually
appreciated. 

Notice that comparative studies of this sort can be
conducted largely independently of knowledge about
the specific genetic mechanisms controlling flowering
time in A. thaliana or any of its close relatives, as in-
deed they have been for quite a long time in many
other groups of plants (and of animals for other
traits). While I do not wish to push the point and claim
that knowledge gained from studies of the first or sec-
ond question (or indeed the third and fourth to which
we will turn shortly) is unnecessary while pursuing dif-
ferent questions from that one for which that knowl-
edge was gathered, I also think that the interconnect-
edness of different fields of inquiry within biology has
been greatly exaggerated.

What evolution? – On efficient causes

The third general question we can ask is about the
evolution of flowering time. In this case one has to use
the phylogenetic comparative method (Harvey &
Pagel 1991, Martins 2000, Posada & Crandall 2001,
Rohlf 2001) to trace the evolution of the focal charac-
ter and of related traits in Arabidopsis thaliana and
close relatives. This is not an easy enterprise for a vari-
ety of reasons, including the already mentioned diffi-
culty to reconstruct reliable inter-specific phylogenies
within the Brassicaceae family (Koch et al. 1999,
2000, 2001), the added complication of doing so
intra-specifically (Vander-Zwan et al. 2000, Posada &
Crandall 2001), and a variety of other problems
plaguing a complex field of inquiry in which historical
reconstruction plays a more important role than direct
experimental manipulation (Gittleman & Luh 1992;
Westoby et al. 1995, Lee 1999, Omland 1999, Ackerly
2000).

Be that as it may, Pollard et al. (2001), for example,
proposed a hypothesis of historical relationships among
several accessions of A. thaliana from Scandinavian
countries and between these and close relatives of 
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Fig. 3. Variation in plasticity of flowering time to cold treatment among dif-
ferent populations of A . thaliana accessible from the AIMS database. This
shows not only that populations (individual points) cluster in distinct, ecolog-
ically definable, areas of phenotypic space, but that the lab lines are signifi-
cantly different from most natural populations and that therefore results ob-
tained using standard lines are only partially generalizable. (Data from
www.arabidopsis.org).



A. thaliana and used it to determine the rates and pat-
terns of evolution of several characters, including flow-
ering time and its plasticity to foliar shade. Fig. 4 illus-
trates the changes in the plasticity of flowering time
throughout the clade considered, showing several rever-
sals and the fact that closely related accessions don’t
necessarily have similar plasticities. This led the authors
to conclude that plasticity can evolve very rapidly,
though in this case it is not clear if this is because of
strong selection or of pronounced genetic drift. 

Pollard et al. (2001) also traced character co-evolu-
tion on the phylogeny, for example showing that plas-
ticity of flowering time measured in response to
daylength changed through time following an inverse
relationship with the same character measured in re-
sponse to light quality, indicating that the two plastici-
ties (of the same trait) were evolutionarily linked in a
previously unforeseen fashion. The basal nodes of the
clade considered by these authors tended to be charac-
terized by early flowering in reaction to daylength and
late flowering in reaction to light quality, while more
recently branched nodes showed the opposite pattern,
imparting a directionality to the evolution of these two
traits that remains to be explained on either historical
or functional grounds.

The question raised above of genetic constraints
acting on flowering time in Arabidopsis (see the mate-
rial cause section) can be usefully assessed from a dif-
ferent perspective in terms of future evolutionary tra-
jectories (i.e., in terms of the equivalent efficient caus-
es). Camara & Pigliucci (in prep.) have attempted to
select along and against the directions of the existing
genetic constraints in both natural populations and

populations whose genetic variation had been artifi-
cially augmented by mutation (Fig. 2). The lines select-
ed along the main diagonal, i.e., along the “con-
straint”, responded very rapidly to selection, immedi-
ately yielding statistically significant differences with
their parental stocks. However, when we tried to select
away from the main diagonal the plants did no better
than the unselected controls, indicating that the genet-
ic constraint described above indeed has the sort of
limiting effects on the response to selection that would
be predicted by quantitative genetics theory. 

The study of the evolution of a character can be
largely descriptive, as is often the case with the phylo-
genetic comparative method, or it can test specific hy-
potheses about the directionality of the change. How-
ever, even when genetics factors into the equation, it is
at the statistical level of quantitative genetics and inde-
pendently of which specific molecular sequences hap-
pen to be involved in the process and for which pro-
teins they code. Once again, a large amount of re-
search can be conducted within each “cause” with lit-
tle reference to the other ones.

What ecological context? – Final causes in biology

The last question on our list concerns the ecological
context of variation in flowering time, Aristotle’s final
cause because it answers the question of why we ob-
serve what we observe (needless to say, “why” and
“final” here don’t carry any teleological implications,
as they did for Aristotle). This can be addressed at two
scales: broad geographical variation and micro-envi-
ronmental variation. At a broad scale, if one examines
a geographical map of the distribution of A. thaliana
in its natural range (throughout Europe and parts of
Asia), one immediately notices that winter annuals
tend to occur in regions characterized by mild winters,
while spring annuals appear where conditions are
harsher. A working hypothesis to explain this pattern
is that winter annuals can only survive if the condi-
tions are not harsh enough to kill their rosettes, but
that on the other hand they enjoy an advantage over
spring annuals because they have a head start on the
competition at the beginning of the season (they are
ready to switch to the reproductive phase while most
other things are about to germinate). This is predicted
by plant life history theory and has actually been
demonstrated in several other instances (Silvertown
1988), although the case for A. thaliana is at the mo-
ment only circumstantial.

At a smaller scale, Callahan & Pigliucci (2002) con-
ducted a two year-two site field study of flowering
time and other traits to get a better understanding of
the ecology of and selection operating on this plant in
the field. We started out by demonstrating significant
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Fig. 4. Evolution of plasticity of flowering time in response to foliar shade in
serveral populations of A . thaliana and a few closely related species (A . sueci-
ca is a hybrid between A . arenosa and A . thaliana, which is why it clusters in-
side the A . thaliana clade in this maximum likelihood phylogeny based on
the sequencing of three intergenic chloroplast regions). Notice how plasticity
changes dramatically throughtout the phylogram, althought there is a ten-
dency of closely related taxa to show a similar magnitude of response to the
environment. Numbers next to provenances refer to the catalog number of
the accessions according to www.arabidopsis.org (Pollard et al. 2001).



variation both among sites and among years for flow-
ering time and a host of related life history and mor-
phological characters. We then used these data to esti-
mate selection pressures on flowering time. Fig. 5
shows some of our findings of intense directional se-
lection for early flowering (negative slopes of the two
regression lines). This is likely the result of the fact
that Arabidopsis in the wild faces intense competition,
and early flowering is a typical strategy to escape it.
This is in accordance to the ecological characterization
of this species as a ruderal opportunistic weed (Grime
1974, Grime et al. 1986). 

Studies of natural selection are not very useful un-
less they are repeated not only over several locations,
but over a period of time (Kingsolver et al. 2001),
given the known tendency of selection pressures them-
selves to vary spatially and temporally (Bell & Le-
chowicz 1991, Lechowicz & Bell 1991, Stratton 1995,
Stratton & Bennington 1996, 1998). We repeated the
selection experiments in two years and in two loca-
tions, while simultaneously measuring selection on
flowering time and on the genetically correlated char-
acter leaf number. The results were remarkably consis-
tent, once again highlighting the constraint existing on
the evolution of these traits discussed above, given that
in all years and places selection pushes for early flow-
ering and more leaves, a combination that the genetic
architecture of these plants simply cannot achieve.

It should be clear that while recognizing constraints
certainly helps in understanding the kind of response
to selection that plants exhibit, it is also true that again
only a high level, quantitative genetic analysis of the
problem is strictly necessary here. Knowledge of the
specific genes affecting flowering time and leaf pro-
duction – while a worthwhile enterprise in itself – is no
more called for in order to characterize the ecology of
flowering time then it is to study its evolution, as long
as some genes with the proper characteristics are pre-
sent in the population. Furthermore, the question of
the small and large geographical (or temporal) scales
of action of selection does not impinge at all on the ge-
netics underlying the system, since natural selection is
quantified as a correlation (another statistical mea-
sure) of a trait with reproductive fitness (Lande &
Arnold 1983, Rauscher 1992).

Toward a moderately integrated biology

I have tried to make the argument, and to illustrate it
from actual research examples focusing on understand-
ing flowering time in the weedy mustard plant Ara-
bidopsis, that scientific puzzles can be approached by
asking four different kinds of questions, each of which
is most appropriately probed by a distinct discipline or
group of disciplines, such as molecular genetics, devel-
opmental and comparative biology, ecology, or evolu-
tion. These questions are conceptually largely indepen-
dent of each other and, while cross-fertilization is often
productive, distinct research agendas and traditions
can be carried out within each discipline. More in gen-
eral, the four questions can be grouped in the two large
categories of structuralism (material and formal caus-
es) and functionalism (efficient and final causes), with
which biologists are most familiar. To put it even more
simply: one can ask how things work largely indepen-
dently of asking why they work that way.

If biology is the pursuit of all of the Aristotelian
questions, then we have the answer to our original in-
quiry: to what extent is integrative biology possible or
necessary? From an epistemological standpoint, to
completely “understand” something is equivalent to
answer all four questions. In this sense, then, integra-
tive biology is a valid pursuit. On the other hand, it
should be clear by now that there is plenty of research
that can be done within each of these questions with-
out directly addressing the others, if not as ancillary
information or background assumptions. 

It is perhaps interesting to consider a typical recent
case of alleged integrative biology that is, I think,
largely misunderstood. It is now routine to present a
grant proposal or submit a paper to a journal on, say,
the evolution of life history traits, and be asked by re-
viewers and commentators to add a quantitative trait
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Fig. 5. Selection on flowering time under field conditions in two popula-
tions of A . thaliana collected in Knoxville, Eastern Tennessee (about 10 miles
from each other). The slope of the two regression lines, indicating strong di-
rectional selection in favor of early flowering (presumably to escape competi-
tion) are not significantly different from each other. This sort of data can help
answer the question of why we observe certain patterns of flowering time in
natural populations (Aristotle’s final cause). (Callahan & Pigliucci, 2002).



loci study of the possible genes underlying such traits.
But while QTL studies are indubitably interesting in
and of themselves, we should be clear on the fact that
such research endeavor asks a different question from
the one of the evolutionary ecology (for example) of
certain characters. The answer to why certain plants
are winter annuals lies in their ecology, regardless of
how many genes allow them to shift to the appropriate
life history, where those genes are located, and how
they interact with each other. 

What I am advocating here is a pluralistic view of
biological research, analogous to the one defended by
Dupré (1993) based on his criticism of extreme reduc-
tionism. Dupré maintains that there is no theoretical
or empirical reason to believe in the methodological
unity of science, and suggests that the world is funda-
mentally heterogeneous at the causal level. Indeed, it
should be clear from the consideration of nonlinear
mathematical theory of physical systems (including bi-
ological ones) that old-fashioned reductionism and an
actual unification of science is impossible not only
pragmatically, but also theoretically even in a com-
pletely deterministic universe (Kauffman 1993, Solé 
et al. 1999). The sensitivity to initial conditions and
the emergent properties of complex systems guarantee
that we will never reduce molecular biology to quan-
tum physics, so – a fortiori – why should we expect to
reduce organismal to molecular biology? More impor-
tantly for our discussion, Dupré makes an excellent ar-
gument to the effect that knowledge of the lower
causal levels of natural phenomena (such as quarks, or
genes) only explains how the phenomena at the higher
levels (biomolecules, organisms) are possible, but are
incapable of allowing us to make predictions of what
the higher level phenomena will actually be in any
given instance. If Dupré and this author are correct, to
look to molecular biology to finally get organismal re-
search out of its quagmire of complexity is like waiting
for Godot, and we would be best advised to simply re-
focus our energy elsewhere.

On the other hand, Dupré’s idea of partial decou-
pling between levels of organization and analysis offers
us a new key to understanding integrative biology. In-
tegrative biology is not the (highly misleading and
wasteful) effort to reduce organismal to molecular bi-
ology, but rather the quest toward a comprehension of
the connections among levels of the biological hierar-
chy, with the understanding that much biology pertains
to each level, not to the boundary with other levels.

A pluralistic, rather than forcedly unified, view of
biology should prove to be liberating and intellectually
fertile. It is liberating because it allows ecologists, evo-
lutionists, molecular biologists, and others to go on
with their business without having to keep up with the
whole of biological research and still be confident that

they will be able to produce significant advancements
of knowledge. At the same time, it should be clear
from my analysis that there is no philosophical basis
on which to assert the primacy of one field of research
over another, in the same way in which Aristotle con-
sidered an answer to all four basic questions as neces-
sary to fully understand the object of study. The dis-
tinctions I suggest should also prove fertile because the
true bridges between fields and questions can be pur-
sued without the obsession of an all-encompassing re-
ductionism, but on a level field of mutual aid in the
quest for a fully Aristotelian conception of under-
standing of the natural world.
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